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"it has been planned to serve those who want to begin exploring 
Chinese science and its background for their purposes, whatever 
these may be." 
The direct aim of the book is to provide the reader with an 
image of the traditional Chinese science reflecting Chinese 
civilization. But it also aims to provide the readers with an 
introductory guide to the Chinese science inseparable from the 
Chinese civilization. This aim seems to be attained very well. 
If the book had a small chronological table of Chinese dynasties 
as an additional appendix, the realization of this educational 
aim would become more perfect. 
AL-BAHIR IN ALGEBRA. By as-Samaw'al. Edited with notes and 
introduction by Salah Ahmad and Roshdi Rashed. Damas, Syria 
(Ministry of Higher Education of the Syrian Arab Republic. 
Printed at the University of Damas). 1972. 335 p. Fr. 15. $3.00. 
Reviewed by A. S. Saidan 
University of Jordan, Amman 
The work consists of an Arabic introduction of eight pages, 
the text of an Arabic manuscript by Samii'il ibn Yahya ibn 'Abb?is 
of the twelfth century, running from page 9 to page 273, and a 
French commentary of 84 pages. The text is built upon MS 2718 
in Aya Sofia Library, misquoted by the editors as MS 2118, and 
another manuscript unknown to the present writer, which they 
quote as MS 3155 in 'Izzat Effendi Library. Footnotes point out 
the differences in the two manuscripts and express in elegant 
modern symbolism the rules rhetorically stated by the author. 
The development of algebra in Islam is not yet sufficiently 
known. Quite a few Arabic algebras have been studied, reviewed 
or edited in the last hundred years. But each was handled 
almost in isolation, apart from the preceding and the succeeding 
works. Such a treatment is likely to become apologetic, as 
ideas and concepts that look new are attributed to an author who 
may be simply reproducing something well-known in his age. In 
my opinion, it is now high time that a comparative study was made 
of algebraic ideas and concepts in several works in order to 
pursue the development of algebraic theory and practice. 
The edition here reviewed is unfortunately too apologetic. 
The author calls his book al-Bihir fi al-ifislb (The Glowing in 
Arithmetic), and intends it to be a commentary on the algebra 
of al-Karaji (known also as al-Karchi). The editors change the 
title to al-BZhir in Algebra and consider the work to mark a 
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turning point in the history of mathematics because it arithme- 
tizes algebra and frees it from geometrical proofs. Against 
this unfounded statement the following are worth pointing out 
here : 
1. Although several works of algebra were written in the 
Islamic era, starting with the algebra of Alkhwarizmi of the ninth 
century, yet the subject continued to the end of the Middle Ages 
to be considered a branch of arithmetic concerned invariably 
with finding the unknown through forming and solving equations. 
It was always called “al-jabr wa al-muqabala.” “Jabr” meant 
removing the fractions in the equation, and “muqabala” meant 
comparing the two sides of the equation to cancel like terms. 
The single name “al jab?’ as such, denoting a branch of mathemat- 
ics, was not used before the fifteenth century. 
2. The so-called arithmetization of algebra is a trend that 
appeared immediately arithemtical operations became handy through 
the mastering of Indian arithemtic. ‘Omer al-Khayyam, whom the 
editors. accuse of adhering to geometrical proofs, gives these as 
alternatives and is satisfied with the geometrical proof where 
he cannot supply an arithmetical one. Even Shuja’ ibn Aslam, 
the student of Alkhwarizmi, dealt with equations arithmetically. 
One other example of the apologetic tone in the editors’ 
commentary will be enough. Like most predecessors, Samii’il and 
al-Karaji use shay', mal,and ka'b... to denote x, x2, x3..., 
and juz'shay', juz'mal, juz'ka'b... to denote l/x, 1/x2, 1/x3... 
respectively, and state rules for multiplication and division. 
These are equivalent to our xm. xn, and xm/xn rules for m and n 
integers. The editors jump from this to the conclusion that the 
author knew the rules of positive and negative indices. In the 
opinion of the reviewer, the concept of negative indices came 
later and the Arabic rhetorical rules were only forerunners. 
The author was not the first to express these rules. We find 
them even in al-Uqlidisi and Abii al-Wafa’ of the tenth century. 
In the text as produced, the reader misses indications to 
tell him where the pages of the original manuscript begin. On 
checking the first few pages, one finds that the editors could 
have been keener on giving a truer copy of the text. The text 
is in four parts as follows: Part I: Introductory notes on 
multiplication, division, ratio, and extraction of roots. Part II: 
Finding out the unknown, comprising simple and quadratic equations, 
a chapter on geometrical proofs, and another quoting Costa ibn 
LGga on the two false positions. Part III: On surds. Part IV: 
On kinds of questions. These are questions of unique solutions, 
questions of possible solutions and questions of impossible 
solutions. 
